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Abstract
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Combinatorial topology is a recent field of mathematics which
promises to be of great benefit to geometric modeling and CAD.
As such, this article shows how the notion of Generalized Map (GMap) can be used to implement a dimension-independent topological kernel for industrial scale modelers and partial derivative equation (PDE) solvers. Classic approaches to this issue either require
a large number of entities and relations between them to be defined, or are limited to objects made of simplices. The G-Map representation relies on no more than a single type of element together
with a single type of relation to define the topology of arbitrary
dimensional objects (surfaces, solids, hyper-solids . . . ) containing
primitives with an arbitrary number of edges and faces. The mathematical origin of G-Maps facilitates the characterization and the
definition of validity checks for the objects, which can be important for industrial scale applications. The method might also have
important implications for topology-intensive computations such as
mesh compression, mesh optimization or multi-resolution editing.
Teaching abstract mathematics, such as the notion of orientability
and cellular partition, is another possible application of the method,
since it provides a way to intuitively visualize some of these notions.

The database of a 3D geometric modeler can be looked at from two
main points of view. The geometry, also referred to as embedding,
concerns the location and shape in 3D space of the represented
objects, whereas the topology deals with the way objects are
discretized into primitives, and how these primitives are connected.
Topology is a field that has recently been arousing much interest,
since methods such as mesh compression [Dee95, TGHL98],
mesh optimization [HDD+ 93, PH97] or multi-resolution editing
[ZSS97, KCVS98] require an efficient topological representation
to be implemented. The purpose of this article is first, to show
how geometric modeling may benefit from using notions from
algebraic topology[Ago76], a modern branch of mathematics.
Thus, Generalized Maps (G-Maps) [Lie94] are introduced as
an efficient way to represent the topology of manifold objects
of arbitrary dimension (surfaces, volumes, hyper-volumes, . . . ),
discretized into primitives presenting an arbitrary number of
edges/faces. The space and time complexity of G-Maps are
the same as those of classic structures, while G-Maps provide
much more flexibility. Previous work concerning this particular
model has been devoted to its mathematical definition [Lie94] and
computer science specification [BDFL93], resulting in the creation
of an experimental modeler. The existing literature concerning the
subject emphasizes its theoretical implications in Combinatorial
Topology, but not its industrial applications. For this reason,
this representation has been seldom used in CAD and Geometric
Modeling. This paper aims at filling the gap between algebraic
topology and geometric modeling, by showing how Generalized
Maps relate to classic representations used in Geometric Modeling,
and how they may be used to implement industrial strength
modelers. This representation has been implemented as the new
topological kernel of a widely used industrial modeler.
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INTRODUCTION

The first section of the paper presents a short history of topologybased modeling. The notion of G-Map and an implementation are
introduced in the second section. Then, Section 3 presents several algorithms acting on G-Maps. Coherence checks, enabling the
validity of objects to be verified, are explained in Section 4. The
paper then concludes with some results and suggestions for future
developments.
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BACKGROUND

Before tackling the heart of the matter, we include a short history
of topological models in geometric modeling. In this field, different families of models may be used to define the representation of
objects. The first model used was the Wire Frame representation,
where objects are defined by a set of vertices connected by edges.
This model was quickly abandoned due to the ambiguity it suffers
from, since the same wire frame model can represent several different objects.
Objects defined by Constructive Solid Geometry [Req82] are the
result of a set of operations (Union, Intersection, Difference) hierarchically applied to a set of simple shapes referred to as primitives.
Objects are then stored as trees, where nodes are operations and
leaves correspond to primitives. It is important to note that this
kind of representation does not explicitly define information such
as the set of primitives (vertices, edges, faces and volumes) composing the objects. Using this model, it is thus tedious to attach
information to these primitives.
Spatial enumeration models, such as the octree representation
[Mea82] and its derivatives, represent an object as a set of
connected cells filling the interior of the object. It provides a more
direct representation than CSG, but is often limited to a particular
kind of discretization and connectivity.

Figure 1:

Example of non-manifold objects. Non-manifold configurations occur at
the vertices and segments highlighted in red. This corresponds basically to zones where
too many higher dimensional elements meet at a lower dimension element. Conversely,
Manifolds are defined to be sets such that the neighborhoods at all of their points are
homeomorphic to a disk.

In B-Rep (Boundary Representation) models, the objects are
represented by a discretization of their boundary. Historically,
one of the first structures proposed for representing polyhedral
models was the winged edge representation [Bau75]. In this
model, the information is structured around edges. Each edge
stores two pointers to the two faces it is shared by (its wings),
and a set of four pointers enabling the edges connected to it to be
traversed. Weiler [Wei85] enhanced this structure by proposing
splitting the edges into half-edges and adding some pointers to
improve the time-complexity of the algorithms acting on this
structure. This well known half-edge structure corresponds to the

mathematical notion of combinatorial map, that was described
in 1960 by Edmonds [Edm60]. Combinatorial maps are a clean,
mathematically defined structure enabling the subdivision of
surfaces to be represented. These structures were extended by
Lienhardt in [Lie88] to represent subdivision of volumes. Several
representations were then designed based on the idea that the
way elements are ordered around elements of lower dimension
defines the combinatorial structure of the model. This idea appears
informally in [AFF85, FF88], where objects are represented by
hypergraphs. In this latter representation, the faces incident to a
vertex (forming a fan) are ordered around it. Similarly, Weiler has
extended his half-edge structure to represent non-manifold surfaces
(see Figure 1) in [Wei86], where he introduces the widely used radial edge representation (the notion of manifold and non-manifold
is recalled in Figure 1). Faces meeting at a non-manifold edge are
then ordered around it. Even if Weiler has formally proven a set
of properties for his model, it still lacks a unified mathematical
formalism for this notion of order. This results in a very large
number of different data types (eleven different structures !) being
required to represent objects. Moreover, all the relations between
these structures have to be maintained consistently, which makes
the development of algorithms acting on this structure tedious and
error-prone.
The winged-edge and radial-edge representations [Wei86] have
been widely used in the industry, in their original form or their
derivatives. However, these structures of increasing complexity
have yielded monolithic applications that have became more and
more difficult to maintain. This problem comes from a lack of
understanding of the underlying algebraic structure. In order
to overcome these problems, Brisson mathematically studied in
[Bri89] the way elements are ordered around elements of lower
dimension, thus defining the cell-tuple mathematical structure. As
shown in the next section, the advantage of this family of models is
that it only requires one kind of element, together with one kind of
operator, to represent the combinatorial structure of any manifold
object. However, the study was incomplete, since its scope was
arbitrarily limited to Manifolds made of elements homeomorphic
to disks. Lienhardt [Lie94], in his study of the combinatorial
structure of cellular partitions, has defined a purely combinatorial
structure, referred to as a G-Map (Generalized Map), described in
the next section. Within this formalism, it was possible to derive
different combinatorial properties of cell-tuples, and to show that
the combinatorial structure is in one-to-one correspondence with a
wider class of objects known as Cellular Quasi-Manifolds. This
kind of mathematical approach defines a class of representations
different from B-Rep, referred to as ordered models. They are
also called cellular models since each kind of cell (vertices, edges,
polygons, polyhedra . . . ) plays an equivalent role within the model.
Cellular models may be thought of as a generalization of B-Rep
(see Figure 7 below). Each element is recursively defined as a
discretization of its border into elements of lower dimension.
The available literature on the subject[Lie88, Lie94, BDFL93,
EL92] emphasizes the implications of this theory in mathematics
and combinatorial topology, but it is more difficult to consider them
from a practical geometric modeling point of view. This is why this
representation has been seldom used in the industry. For this reason,
the next section introduces these notions from an intuitive point of
view, and shows how G-Maps and algorithms acting on them can
be easily implemented.

3

CELLULAR PARTITIONS

In this section, an intuitive definition of G-Maps is given. Whereas
previous work defines G-Maps from the notions of simplicial com-

plexes and barycentric triangulation [Lie94], our starting point here
is the more familiar notion of incidence graph.
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A: Cellular decomposition of a simple object. B: Associated incidence

graph.

We consider here that the models are discretized into open sets
of various dimension, referred to as k-cells, where k = dim(c) denotes the dimension of the cell c and N denotes the dimension of
the object to be represented. Thus, a 0-cell is a vertex, a 1-cell is an
edge, a 2-cell is a polygon, a 3-cell is a polyhedron . . . In [Bri89],
a k-cell is defined to be an open set homeomorphic to a k-disk,
whereas in [Lie94] it is shown that a wider class of k-cells might
be used. A partition of an object into cells is named a cellular partition of the object. The topological model is supposed to represent
all the connections between the cells within a cellular partition, i.e.
the incidence relation, defined as follows. A k-cell c1 is said to be
incident to a (k − 1)-cell c2 if c2 ⊂ ∂c1 , where ∂c1 denotes the
border of c1 . For instance, in Figure 2, the 2-cell F1 is incident to
the three 1-cells E1 , E2 and E3 . In what follows, c1 I c2 denotes
that c1 is incident to c2 . The incidence graph yielded by a cellular
partition is defined to be an oriented graph whose nodes correspond
to the cells, and where each oriented arc connects a k-cell to the
(k − 1)-cells to which it is incident. Some topological models are
based on a direct representation of the incidence graph. Unfortunately, in this kind of representation, finding all the (k + 1)-cells
incident to a given k-cell requires traversing the whole structure.
Completing this structure to enable efficient implementation of this
operation requires adding variable-length records to represent the
inverse of the incidence relation.
Instead of focusing on the relations connecting cells, Brisson
[Bri89] has introduced the notion of cell-tuple, thus defining a
more elegant model for representing topological information.
Moreover, as shown below, dimension independent structures
can be defined in this approach, making it possible to represent
surfaces, volumes, hyper-volumes . . . Previous work in dimension
independent modeling [PBCF93] is limited to simplices, and does
not give all the topological information. Only the adjacencies
between higher dimension simplices are represented in this latter
model, whereas with cell-tuples, the topology of cellular partitions
can be fully represented.
A cell-tuple C is defined in [Bri89] to be an ordered sequence
of cells (cN , cN −1 , . . . , c2 , c1 ) of decreasing dimensions such
that ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ N, ci I ci−1 , where N denotes the dimension
of the object under consideration. In other words, a cell-tuple
corresponds to a path in the incidence graph, i.e. a sequence of
nodes of Figure 2-B connected by arrows. For instance, for an

Figure 3:

Iterative construction of the cell-tuples yielded by the cellular partition
shown in Figure 2. A: Each green triangle corresponds to the set of all cell-tuples
starting by F1 , F2 and F3 , respectively. B: The decomposition is performed one step
further. The thick blue edges displayed in this figure correspond to the set of cell-tuples
starting by a given triangle and a given edge. C: The last step discriminates all the celltuples of the cellular decomposition. They are symbolized by the red bullet-headed
segments.

object of dimension 2 such as the one shown in Figure 2-A, a
cell-tuple corresponds to a vertex seen from an edge seen from
a triangle. As suggested in Figure 3, it is possible to iteratively
construct a graphic representation of the cell-tuples yielded by a
cellular partition, which may facilitate further understanding of this
notion. They are shown in Figure 3-C as bullet-headed segments.
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Figure 4:

Classes of equivalence relative to the Ai adjacency relations A0 , A1 ,
A2 . These classes contain either a single or two elements if the object under consideration is manifold.

These cell-tuples are connected by adjacency relations defined
as follows, that will be used further on to describe their combinatorial structure. Two cell-tuples C and C 0 are said to be i-adjacent,
denoted by C Ai C 0 , if the following relation is verified:
C Ai C 0

⇐⇒

∀ 0 ≤ j 6= i ≤ N, cj = c0j

In other words, two cell-tuples are i-adjacent if they correspond
to paths in the incidence graph traversing the same cells, except
at level i where they can differ. For instance, (F1 , E1 , V1 ) and

(F1 , E1 , V3 ) are 0-adjacent; (F1 , E1 , V1 ) and (F1 , E2 , V1 ) are
1-adjacent; (F1 , E3 , V3 ) and (F2 , E3 , V3 ) are 2-adjacent. These
N + 1 adjacency relations are relations of equivalence, and thus define classes of equivalence partitioning the set of cell-tuples. Each
of these classes, shown in Figure 4, contains either a single or two
cell-tuples. Brisson has shown in [Bri89] that this is always the case
for cellular partitions of Manifolds. He then defines a set of N + 1
operators referred to as switchi , but instead we prefer to introduce
the αi involutions, which are fundamentally very similar, but more
formally characterized. Based on these notions, G-Maps will be
put forward as a means of describing cellular partitions of arbitrary
dimensions.

3.2

G-Map:
Representing the Combinatorial
Structure of Cellular Partitions

Lienhardt [Lie94] treats Generalized-Maps from an abstract combinatorial topology point of view, which is necessary to derive theorems and mathematical properties of the model. Here, we prefer
to start from the notion of cell-tuple as above, providing a more
intuitive view of G-Maps.

one used for cell-tuples (Figure 3), since they are in one-to-one
correspondence. G-Maps have been introduced here from an
intuitive point of view, starting from the notion of cell-tuples. In
fact, G-Maps are pure abstract combinatorial structures defined by
Equation 1, not requiring any reference to properties of cellular
partitions for their definition. However, whereas Brisson [Bri89]
has limited the scope of cell-tuples to Manifolds made of cells
homeomorphic to disks, Lienhardt has proven that the so-defined
G-Maps are in one-to-one correspondence with a wider class of
objects known as Cellular Quasi-Manifolds, which provides a full
mathematical characterization for this kind of representation. The
reader is referred to [Lie94] for more details concerning the related
mathematical proof and the definition of Cellular Quasi-Manifolds.
At first sight, the structure of a G-Map seems very different from
the initial goal: the representation of cellular partitions. The first
question is how to retrieve the cells of the object, i.e. starting from
a given dart, how to retrieve all the darts corresponding to the same
i-cell. This can be achieved by considering a G-Map as a valuated
graph, where the nodes of the graph correspond to the darts of the
G-Map, and where each couple of darts connected by an αi involution yields an i-valuated arc connecting the two corresponding
nodes. In this context, < αi1 , αi2 , . . . , αik > (d) denotes the connected component containing d obtained by traversing the αi1 , αi2 ,
. . . , αik links only.

Darts

α0
α1
α2

< α 1 , α 2 >(d)

Figure 5:

Example of G-Map. The bullet-headed segments correspond to the darts
of the G-Map. The involutions α0 , α1 and α2 are symbolized by dashed red links,
blue links and double green links, respectively. Each couple of darts connected by an
αi involution correspond to a class of equivalence relative to the Ai adjacency relation
of cell-tuples (see Figure 4). The darts of the border are connected to themselves by
α2 involutions, since they are ”orphans” in their class of equivalence relative to A2 .

Each relation Ai partitions the set of cell-tuples into subsets containing either one or two cell-tuples (see Figure 4). This suggests
representing a cellular partition by a set of abstract elements, called
darts, corresponding to the cell-tuples. These darts are provided
with a set of N + 1 functions αi , defined from the Ai relations.
Thus, for the simple example used above, the function α0 connects each pair of darts shown in Figure 4-A, i.e. for such a pair
(d1 , d2 ), α0 (d1 ) = d2 and conversely, α0 (d2 ) = d1 . The function α1 connects each pair of darts shown in Figure 4-B and the
function α2 connects each pair of darts shown in Figure 4-C. The
orphan darts of the border are fixed points for α2 , i.e. they are such
that α2 (d) = d. See Figure 5 for a graphic representation of the
G-Map corresponding to the same example.
From this definition, the N + 1 functions αi are clearly involutions, i.e. functions such that αi (αi (d)) = d for all d. In addition,
the following constraint must be honored [Lie94]. What it corresponds to will be shown later on (see Figure 10).
∀0 ≤ i < i + 2 ≤ j ≤ N,

αi o αj is an involution.

(1)

To sum up, a N-G-Map {D, (α0 , . . . , αN )} is defined to be a set
D of abstract elements called darts, provided with a set of N + 1
involutions αi satisfying equation 1. Figure 5 gives an example
of a 2-G-Map, using the same graphic convention for darts as the

< α 0 , α 2>(d)
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< α 0 , α 1 >(d)

D

d

A
Figure 6: The notion of orbit permits the retrieval of the cells within a G-Map. Starting from a given dart d of a G-Map (see A), the aim is to retrieve the darts corresponding to the same 0-cell (vertex), 1-cell (edge) and 2-cell (face) as d. They are given by
the orbits <6α0 > (d) = < α1 , α2 > (d), <6α1 > (d) = < α0 , α2 > (d) and
<6α2 > (d) = < α0 , α1 >(d) and in B,C,D, respectively. Later, these orbits will be
used as the ”building block” for defining operations acting on G-Maps.

At this point, it is useful to recall what traversing an αi involution from a given dart d means. The dart d corresponds to a 0-cell
c0 seen from a 1-cell c1 . . . seen from an i-cell ci . . . seen from a
n-cell cn . The dart αi (d) corresponds to the 0-cell c0 seen from
the 1-cell c1 . . . seen from an i-cell c0i 6= ci . . . seen from the n-cell
cn (assuming that αi (d) 6= d). In other words, αi (d) corresponds
to the same cells as d, except at level i where it can differ. Then,
as suggested in Figure 6, retrieving all the darts corresponding to
the same i-cell as a given dart d means traversing all the αi remaining within the same i-cell, i.e. all αj for j 6= i. The orbit
< α0 , . . . αi−1 , αi+1 , . . . αn > (d), which permits the set of darts,
corresponding to the i-cell incident to a given dart d, to be retrieved,

will be denoted <6 αi > (d) in what follows, meaning that all αj
involutions but αi are traversed from d.
The next section shows how G-Maps may be implemented, and
how their highly generic structure might benefit from languages
supporting generic programming, such as Ansi C++ [Str97]. Different operations acting on these structures are then presented.
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D

Figure 7:

The G-Map representation may be thought of as a generalization of BRep. A: A volumic object is defined as the assembly of elementary polyhedra; B: Each
polyhedron is defined by its boundary, represented by connected faces; C: Each face
is represented by its boundary, consisting of connected segments; D: Each segment
corresponds to a pair of darts, representing its two extremities.

3.3

Implementing G-Maps

G-Maps can easily be implemented in any programming language
[BDFL93, Fuc97]. For instance, G-Maps can be implemented in C
by a list of the following structures, where embedding denotes the
structure representing the information attached to the i-cells (i.e.
the vertices, edges, polygons . . . ).

this case, the embedding pointer array is replaced by a single
pointer. However, in the most general case, it is useful to be able
to attach information to arbitrary cells (not only vertices, but also
edges, polygons, polyhedra . . . ), such as colors, or finite element
coefficients.
The building block for algorithms acting on G-Maps is the
traversal of a given orbit starting at a given dart d, i.e. iterating
through all the darts that can be reached from d by traversing a
given set of αi involutions only. This corresponds to a classic
graph algorithm, that can easily be implemented using a stack, and
marking the darts as they are traversed (using their is marked
data member). This simple algorithm, where DO IT denotes the
action to be performed at each dart of the orbit (it may be thought
of as a function pointer passed as an argument), is detailed below.
In practice, it is convenient and efficient to make this algorithm
comply with STL iterators [Str97], thus avoiding the extra cost
of a function pointer. An orbit is then implemented as a template
class Orbit n < int ALPHA1, int ALPHA2, ...int
ALPHAn >, complying with STL containers, together with the
corresponding class of iterator.

traverse(start: Dart, αi1 , αi2 , . . . , αik : int)
S : Stack ;
mark(start) ;
push(S,start) ;
while not empty(S)
Dart d = pop(S) ;
DO IT(d) ;
for j = 1 to k
if not marked(αij (d))
mark(αij (d))
push(S, αij (d))
end if
end for
end while
end traverse

Dart data structure for implementing G-Maps. The alpha[] member
represents the αi involutions. The emb[] and is cell key[] members enable
information to be attached to the cells. The is marked boolean is used for traversing
the structure.

This algorithm can efficiently traverse any orbit of a G-Map.
However, it is important to note that some combinations of α
involutions yield simpler traversing algorithms, not requiring
marking the darts when they are traversed. For instance, the orbits
< αi , αi+1 > are ordered, and they can be traversed using a loop
(they correspond to the order structure mentioned in [Bri89]). For
instance, in a surface (see Figure 6), the darts defining a polygon
correspond to < α0 , α1 > orbits, and the darts corresponding
to vertices (forming a fan around the vertex) correspond to
< α1 , α2 > orbits. Another type of orbit, < αi , αj≥i+2 > can
easily be traversed, since they contain at most four darts, due to the
definition of G-Maps (see Equation 1). For instance, in a surface,
these orbits correspond to edges (see Figure 6). It is possible to
implement these specific traversals and make them transparent to
client code by using the partial specialization [Str97] mechanism
provided by modern Ansi C++ compilers.

Each dart stores N + 1 pointers corresponding to the αi involutions. Embedding information, i.e. information attached to the
i-cells, is also pointed to by the darts. All the darts corresponding
to a given i-cell (i.e. in an orbit <6 αi >, see Figure 6) have their
pointers, embedding[i], pointing to the data corresponding
to the cell. For some applications, it is likely that vertices alone
will have to be provided with information (such as their x,y,z
coordinates, normal vectors, u,v texture coordinates . . . ). In

As far as embeddings (information attached to the cells) are
concerned, the memory attached to the corresponding structures
has to be managed. One might think of using a reference counting
scheme. This consists in maintaining in each embedding the
number of darts pointing to it, and deallocating it when this
number reaches 0. In practice, not only does this method require
an additional word of storage per embedding, but also it slows
down the algorithms a great deal. It is more efficient to mark one

struct Dart {
Dart* alpha[N+1] ;
Embedding* emb[N+1] ;
bool is marked ;
bool is cell key[N+1] ;
};

Figure 8:

dart of each cell as its key, defined as the dart responsible for the
management of the embedding of the cell [BDFL93]. Clearly, the
different booleans stored in a dart may be packed in a single word,
each of them being represented by a single bit within this word.

4
4.1

CREATING AND EDITING CELLULAR
OBJECTS
Basic Operations

Now that the data structures and base traversal algorithms have
been defined, it is easy to provide G-Maps with a set of primitives
for creating and modifying them. The dimension independent fundamental operations are defined based on the following remark: As
suggested in Figure 7, an object of dimension N represented by a
G-Map might be thought of as a collection of objects of dimension
N − 1 sewn along cells of dimension N-2. This analysis can be
applied recursively, these latter (N − 2)-cells being represented
by (N − 3)-cells sewn together. This analysis stops when vertices
are reached. For instance, a volume may be thought of as a set of
polyhedra sewn along their faces (Figure 7-A), where a polyhedron
(Figure 7-B) is represented by its boundary made of polygons
sewn along their edges (Figure 7-C). Eventually, the edges are
represented by their extremities, i.e. a pair of vertices (Figure 7-D).
Based on this remark, it is natural to define a sew and an unsew
operation acting on G-Maps, enabling arbiutrary dimensional cells
to be assembled. The corresponding algorithms are detailed below,
where copy embedding() and delete embedding() are functions
for copying and deleting information attached to the i-cells (not
detailed here), and where dispatch embedding(), find cell key()
and share or copy embedding() are helper functions detailed in
Appendix A.
The algorithm implementing the sew(d1 , d2 , dim) operation,
enabling two dim-cells to be assembled along a (dim − 1)cell, consists of two parallel traversals of the (dim − 1)-cells
<6 αdim−1 > (d1 ) and <6 αdim−1 > (d2 ) along which the dimcells will be sewn. For each so-traversed pair of darts (d01 , d02 ),
the αdim involution is set between them. At the same time,
whether i-cells have been merged during the process is checked
for each dimension i < dim. In this case, the information attached to one of the two merged i-cells (its i-embedding) is deleted.

Clearly, the precondition required to call sew(d1 ,d2 , dim) is that
the two cells <6 αdim−1 > (d1 ) and <6 αdim−1 > (d2 ) are not
already sewn. Furthermore, they have to be isomorphic, which is
always verified for cells of dimension lower than 2. However, this
is not always the case below dimension 2, as when sewing two
polyhedra along a face. In this case, it needs to be ensured that
the two original faces of those polyhedra have the same number of
vertices.
The algorithm implementing the unsew(d, dim) operation, the
inverse of sew, is given below. In this algorithm, the main loop
consists in dissociating the two darts d1 and d2 = αdim (d1 ),
where d1 traverses the (dim − 1)-cell <6 αdim > (d). Once
d1 and d2 are dissociated, whether i-cells have been split is
checked for all dimensions i < dim. In this case, the information
attached to the split i-cell is duplicated, if necessary, thanks to the
share or copy embedding function, detailed in Appendix A.

unsew (d: Dart, dim: int)
for d1 in < α0 , α1 , . . . , αdim−1 >(d)
d2 = d1 ->alpha[dim] ;
d1 ->alpha[dim] = d1 ;
d2 ->alpha[dim] = d2 ;
for i = 0 to dim-1
share or copy embedding(d1 , d2 , i) ;
end for
end for
end unsew

This set of two operations, sew and unsew, can be completed
with the trivial operations create vertex and delete vertex, enabling an isolated vertex to be created and deleted, respectively.
It was shown in [Lie94] that any G-Map can be created using these
four operations alone. However, for facilitating the design of algorithms acting on G-Maps, this basic set of operations might be
extended with higher level functions. For instance, it is possible to
implement an operation delete cell(d,dim), encapsulating the corresponding calls to unsew and delete vertex. Conversely, various
create cell functions might be implemented, to directly create triangles, polygons, tetrahedra . . . . It should be mentionned that the
space and time complexity for the so-defined G-Map structure is
similar to the ones characterizing classical Half-Edge implementations (see [Lie94]).

sew (d1 ,d2 : Dart, dim: int)

for

(

d01 in <6αdim−1 > (d1 )

4.2

d02 in <6αdim−1 > (d2 )

Duality is an important notion in computational geometry. As
shown in Figure 9, the dual of a Delaunay triangulation is a Voronoı̈
diagram, a structure characterizing the proximities in a set of points.
The complete definitions of these structures is beyond the scope of
this article, and the reader is referred to [BY95] for more details.
The notion of duality can be generalized in arbitrary dimension;
thus, the dual of a Delaunay tetrahedralization is a 3D Voronoı̈
diagram. Since the Voronoı̈ diagram may contain arbitrary polygons/polyhedra, it is often indirectly represented by the original
underlying Delaunay triangulation/tetrahedralization [GS85].
Specific applications, such as Partial Derivative Equations (PDE)
solving, can benefit a great deal from the geometric properties of
the Voronoı̈ diagram. However, for such applications, it is sometimes necessary to modify the dual mesh in certain fine-detailed
zones. Furthermore, PDE coefficients are attached to the vertices,
edges, polygons and polyhedra composing the object. For these
reasons, a direct representation of Voronoı̈ diagrams is necessary,

for i = 0 to dim - 1
k1 = find cell key(d01 , i) ;
k2 = find cell key(d02 , i) ;
if k1 6= k2
k2 ->is cell key[i] = false ;
delete embedding(k2 , i) ;
dispatch embedding(k2 , i,
k1 ->emb[i]) ;
end if
end for
d01 ->alpha[dim] = d02 ;
d02 ->alpha[dim] = d01 ;
end for
end sew

Duality

to by d. The second step updates the combinatorial structure of the
G-Map, by swapping the αi involutions and the embeddings. Note
the simplicity of this algorithm despite the fact that it works in arbitrary dimension. Classic data structures [Wei85, Wei86] yield much
more complex algorithms that are difficult to generalize to higher
dimensions.
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Figure 9:

Notion of duality. Basically, the dual of a Delaunay triangulation is obtained by flipping all the edges in such a way that they become orthogonal to their
original position. The vertices of the dual are the circumscribed circles’ centers of the
triangles. A: Delaunay triangulation ; B: Associated Voronoı̈ diagram ; C: Tetrahedralized solid ; D: Associated 3D Voronoı̈ diagram.

CHARACTERIZING
JECTS

CELLULAR

OB-

In geometric modeling, controlling the construction of geometric
objects and avoiding invalid objects is very important. The well
known Euler-Poincaré characteristic [Ago76] is often used to characterize the objects and the operations acting on them. Rather than
focusing on this characteristic, easily definable for G-Maps, this
section shows how more specific coherence checks might be defined. As shown in this section, the combinatorial relations characterizing G-Maps can be checked for a given object, thus providing a way to verify that an object is correctly constructed. Furthermore, this basic set of validity checks may be extended using more stringent conditions [BDFL93], enabling objects comprising bent cells and/or objects with heterogeneous borders and/or
non-orientable objects to be segregated. Furthermore, as shown in
[Lie94], rigor is constructively ensured, since the set of valid objects is closed under the set of basic operations (sew, unsew, create vertex, delete vertex).

5.1

Validity Checks
d

which is clearly possible using G-Maps, since no assumption was
made concerning the polygons/polyhedra to be represented.

d

d

A

B

C

Figure 10:
compute dual(N-G-Map M = {D, α0 , . . . , αN })
for d in D
if d->is cell key[N]
delete embedding(d, N) ;
new em = dual geometry(d, N) ;
dispatch embedding(d, N, new em) ;
end if
end for
for d in D
for i = 0 to N
swap(d->alpha[i], d->alpha[N-i]) ;
swap(d->is cell key[i],
d->is cell key[N-i]) ;
swap(d->emb[i], d->emb[N-i]) ;
end for
end for
end compute dual

The dual of a mesh can be computed in-place by this algorithm,
for a mesh of arbitrary dimension. The algorithm consists of two
steps. The first step deals with the geometry, and associates to
each N -cell the center of its circumscribed N -ball, computed by
the function dual geometry(d, N ). For instance, in dimension 2,
this function returns the circumscribed circle of the triangle referred

Forbidden configurations. A: Incomplete sewing ; B: Border of heterogeneous dimension ; C: Bent edge.

A N-G-Map G = {D, α0 , . . . , αN } is defined by conditions 1
and 2, recalled below [Lie94]. Condition 1 comes from the fact
that the αi functions are supposed to correspond to symmetric
adjacencies relations Ai , as shown above. Condition 2 characterizes the sew operation, preventing incomplete sewings to be
realized. For instance, the dart d shown in Figure 10-A does not
verify this condition ({α0 o α2 }2 (d) 6= d). It might be desirable to
reduce the class of representable objects even more by forbidding
certain configurations [BDFL93]. Thus, borders of heterogeneous
dimensions can be avoided by enforcing condition 3. In Figure
10-B, the dangling edge can be detected since α1 (d) = d. The
bent edge shown in Figure is detected because (α0 o α2 (d) = d),
which violates condition 4.

1.

∀0 ≤ i ≤ N , αi is an involution ;

2.

∀0 ≤ i < i + 2 ≤ j ≤ N , the function αi o αj is an involution ;

3.

∀0 ≤ i < N , the function αi has no fixed point ;

4.

∀0 ≤ i < i + 2 ≤ j ≤ N , the function αi o αj has no fixed point.

These different conditions are easy to test, and can be checked
for a given object in a time proportional to the number of darts it
contains. In other words, verifying the validity of an object takes
no more time than displaying the object.







5.2

Orientability

The notion of orientability provides another way to characterize
the modeled objects. The most widely known example of this notion is the Moebius strip, known to be a non-orientable (i.e. onesided) surface. In the case where non-orientable objects are not supposed to be constructed, as in most industrial applications, checking
whether an object is orientable or not enables ill-formed objects to
be detected. From an educational point of view, the method for detecting non-orientable objects, described below, can be graphically
displayed, thus providing an intuitive way to explain this notion.
Teaching topology and differential analysis, or other abstract mathematical fields, may benefit a great deal from graphical representations, as shown in [Lev95, Gun93, Pet85].

∀d ∈ D + , ∀0 ≤ i ≤ N,

αi (d) ∈ D −
(2)

and conversely:
∀d ∈ D − , ∀0 ≤ i ≤ N,

αi (d) ∈ D +

It is difficult to implement this condition, since the polarity of
the darts is not given. A workable solution is based, instead, on the
idea that if the object is orientable, its orientation is then given by a
single dart of fixed polarity. Starting from a given dart d, the orbit
< α0 o α1 , α0 o α2 , . . . , α0 o αN > (d) permits all the darts of
the same polarity as d, to be found. If the object is non-orientable,
this orbit traverses the whole object. This orbit can be retrieved by
using the general orbit traveral algorithm given in Section 3.
G = {D, (α0 , . . . , αN )} is orientable
⇐⇒
< α0 o α1 , α0 o α2 , . . . , α0 o αN > (d) 6= D

(3)

CONCLUSIONS
In this article, the mathematical notion of Generalized Map [Lie94]
has been introduced, and it has been shown how geometric
modeling may benefit from such representations. A dimensionindependant topological kernel has been written using the G-Maps
theory, thus providing a wide domain of representation while dramatically reducing the size of the code, as shown in the table below. This reduction of the code size comes from the highly generic
structure of G-Maps, which makes an intensive use of C++ constructs such as template classes and partial specialization [Str97].
The space and time complexity of the algorithms and structures did
not change, while more functionalities were provided.
A

C

B

D

Figure 11:

Notion of orientability. A: For an oriented surface, each pair of darts
{d, α0 (d)} may be considered as a magnet. If the magnets can be combined while
respecting the magnetic law, then the object is orientable, the Moebius strip is a well
known non-orientable (single-sided) surface. B: This surface has the geometry of a
Moebius strip, but not the topology, since it is still cut; it is therefore still orientable
(C). However, as can be seen, magnetic laws cannot be respected in sewing the cut ; D:
Once the cut is sewn, the surface is no longer orientable.

As shown in Figure 11, the orientability of an object might be
defined by considering that each pair of darts {(d, α0 (d))} corresponds to a magnet, with both a north and a south pole. If, for a
given object, it is possible to assign north and south poles to its
darts while respecting magnetic law, then the object is orientable.
Assigning north and south poles means partitioning the set of darts
D into two sets D+ and D− . As a result, the magnetic law can
be formalized by the following condition, meaning that a dart of a
given polarity can be connected only to darts of the opposite polarity:

Representation
Half-edge

Code size
(lines)
' 10000

G-Maps

' 3000

Representable objects
Polygonal lines,
Triangulated surfaces,
Tetrahedralized volumes
Polygonal lines,
Surfaces with
arbitrary polygons,
Volumes with
arbitrary polyhedra
4D (and nD) objects

From an algebraic point of view, since the G-Map representation
is fully specified, an operation acting on it may be rather thought of
as a mathematical operator than as an algorithm. It becomes then
possible to prove mathematically that an operation really does what
it was meant to do, in all possible cases [BDFL93], which results
in very robust software. For these reasons, the G-Map based topological kernel has been used to replace the kernel of a widely used
CAD software dedicated to geosciences. In this context, as shown
in Figure A,B,C below, the underground structures to be modeled
may be thought of as a partition of the 3D space into 3D regions.
Each region is represented by its boundary, defined by a set of connected surfaces, each of these surfaces being eventually discretized
into polygons. It is easy to design a hierarchical approach to efficiently represent this structure, based on two nested G-Maps. The
higher level 3-G-Map represents the volumic relations between the
3D regions, and the lower level 2-G-Map corresponds to the discretization of the surfaces into polygons.
This model may be also used to teach mathematics, since it
provides graphic representations for abstract notions. Figures
C,D,E below show the Boy surface, a closed non-orientable
surface, and its two-sheets covering. This latter surface can be
used as a central configuration for turning a sphere inside out

(see [Pet85]). Another possible sphere eversion is studied in the
movie outside in [Lev95]. Further research will be devoted to
finer characterizations of the objects represented by G-Maps,
by considering, for instance, the notion of homology [Ago76].
Algorithms for higher dimensional objects (4D, nD) will be
considered as well, enabling the continuous evolution of an object
during a period of time to be modeled in one go.
Recent advances in finite elements and PDE modeling require
complex 3D meshes to be created, such as the ones displayed
in Figures F,G,H below. The ability to represent arbitrarily connected polyhedra enables the modeled problem to be adaptively
discretized, while reducing a great deal the anisotropy artifacts encountered when using hexaedral grids.
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A
B
Modeling geological layers using G-Maps. A: Hierarchical model, consisting of a 3-G-Map to represent the volumic relations between 3D regions, and a 2-G-Map to discretize the
boundaries of the 3D regions into polygons. The discretization of one of the surfaces in shown in yellow ; B: A more complex 3D model of the undergroud, represented using the
same structure.

C
D
E
C: The Boy surface, like the Klein bottle shown in the title-page, is a non-orientable closed surface. D: A two-sheets cover of the Boy surface, shown here in cross-section,
is orientable, since it has a side, shown in yellow, that was in contact with the Boy surface, and another side, shown in cyan, for which this is not the case. It can be shown
that this surface is equivalent to a sphere. Therefore, it can be used as a central configuration for turning a sphere inside out. E: Another view of the two-sheets cover.

F
G
H
F: Partial Derivative Equation mesh, used to simulate the oil flow in a geological layer; G: 3D mesh with arbitrary polyhedra; H: Volumic α3 links connecting the polyhedra.

